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S.8 I.S 1.2 I ... 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAK~OFF 















B.B 8.2 B.'+ 





A FLOW SPL TTER 0.0. 
1.8 1.2 1.'+ 
















I • I 





















EJECTOR NLET ~OS TION HA IHUH 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13· [!J FOREBOOV INLET 
6 2.0' -SHRO~~ L OCAT 1 O~ 
~ SS-SHROU LOCATIO~ 
-
A ... 
[ W 1J ~ ~~ ~ ¢ 
. 
•• 2 1.6 •• 8 I •• I." 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d~a_ 
147 
.. 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSUR~ DISTRIBUTIONS 
M- &B.36 P"·/P.. 3.621 p,,./P' .. ·I .... b 1.' EJECTOR NLET POS TION MAl IMUM 






























B .... B •• B.8 1.B 1.2 J.~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. N/d~ftR 
148 
( 
If VAl ,2, 
~. RDGa15521 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OI~TRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
I 
P ,r/p .• a 3.621 p,r/p' .. ·I.'f-6 























..J 11.11 11.2 ..... 
POSITIO' 13 • 




••• '.8 . 1.11 






1.2 1 .... 
- , - - a '4 
... 








































NLET POS TION 11M IMUM 
POSITIO 13 • [!) FOREBOOV 
~ 2S ·SHROU~ 
~ 8S ·SHROU( 






8.2 8." ••• 8.B I.S 1.2 




-~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
;:(VN ~, 
RDG: 1 5531 
AT TAKEOFF 









> Q/: .If. '!-
4: 
Q/: 










EJECTOR NLET pas TION MAl IMUH 
CLAMSHEL POSIT!O 13-









g.,!- 8.0 .If .8 1.8 1 • '!-
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~O_ 
151 
j 





PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ho =B.36 
l.liJ EJECTOR NLET POS 













































lION HA IHUH 
13 • 
A FLOW SPL 
b. 
liJ .8 






















































NLET POS TION MA IMUH 
POSITIO 13· [!) FOREBOOV 
6 28 ·SHROU~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ 
..I""r"O A A 





lr.2 B." B.8 1 • .9' 1.2 1." 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL lOCAiiON. ~/dMO~ 
153 c 
.~ .r-- -. f 
, .0:, 






















































P U' /P t p. [!) • 1. 't--:-l 
ll. • 1.7B 
_m 
L-I ~ ~ ~ 
.' 
5 
L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
154 
Roc.. It. '- ., - I;;" S 3 
le3 
TAKEOFF 






































EJECTOR t LET POSITI 












. t:J L:J & 6. A 
-
2 3 
L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIOi PTF/PO 
ISS 
5 
I<()~. l~tt"3 - I(.~, 
I C3 TAKEOFF 
RUN 27 MOaS 
































LET POSITI N MINIMUM 




. ~ ~ ,.". ~ ~. [!] ~ ~~ vt1 F ...... 
. - [!] 
2 3 




































HO=B.3b H- aB.3b 
EJECTOR I LET POSITI N MINIMUM 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13 • 
,.."... Iffi ~ 




2 3 5 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
157 
-q 
RUN 21 HO-S Ho -S.S't-
EJECTOR II LET POSITl pN HINIMUM 




ILS 1.1. Q. 
C 
Co) 





"" ~ 0 
Co) I.B" 
~~ :z c 
...I 


















2 3 5 








I 158 q. 
t 
t 
I< Oc.. If." 7 - I' ~ 3 
I C3 TAKEOFF 
RUN 27 MO-S.36 M- -8.36 
1.1" EJECTOR II LET POSITI 








































C!l~ .~ ~ ;~ 
--
3 





/? (,#J '- '7 
~ . RDGa16B91 























I.BBct- P t ,.. /P , p. 1 • 't-5 
NLET POS TION HII IHUH 
POSITIO 13 • ~.~ ~~A~~I ~ ~ 
r'T"I iT1 




I." 8.B 1.8 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATIO~, ./dme_ 
160 
~~~~ l n 
1 .... 
1 
ff(MI ~ 7 
~ RDG· U).091 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 










~ •• s Q. 
...I 
4: 













I.S.01t- ptr/ptp a l.lt-S 
NLET POS T ION M U IMUM 
POSITIOI 13· 




S.o S.8 1 •• 1.2 







EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 







































NLET POS T ION M U IHUH 
POSlTIO 13· [!] FOREBODY ~ 20 ·SHROU 
~ 8S ·SHROUI 
.. ... 
[JI I W L ~u 
- ~ I>¢ 
B.1t B •• B.8 I.B 






-~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




I.' EJECrOR NLET POS T iON "If IMU" 






































..... s •• 8.8 1.' 1.2 1." 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~a_ 
163 
.~ 
RCIN ;. 7 
~ ROGa161 
PLUG AND SPL!TT~R STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
2.S~3 H. -S.S't 

























S •• S.8 
II FLOW SPL TTER 0.0. 
I.S 1.2 I ... 












































EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M U IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· [!J FORE BODY 
t:. 20·SHROU~ 
¢ 8.0 ·SHROU[ 












8.2 8." 8.0 8.8 1.8 1.2 1 • II-
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. ~/d~a~ 
165 
.......... , .. ~~~-. ------------------• 




















NLET POS TION MU IMUM 
POSITIOI 13 - ~ 









L PRESSURE TAP AxiAL LOCATION, ~/d~e~ 
166 
.,. 
I~V~o T n 
1.2 1 • '!-
----~-~------~------ -----------.------ ----.~.----~------~-~-~-~-----.. ----~~-"---------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE O:STRIBUTIONS 
Mo =8.85 pTr/po= 2.139 pTr/pTp=I.~7 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION M I r IMUM 








































8.8 1.2' I • ~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/dma_ 
·Q&-
;:? VAl ~ 7 
~ RDG.l~ 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
















NlET POS TI ON H U IHUH 
POSITIOI 13· 
... 




[!J FOREBOOV INLET 
6 28 ·SHRO~~ LOCATIOtl 
~ 88 ·SHROU LOCATIOtl 
---
I.B 1.2 I. ~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, x/dmax 
168 
- - - - - - ----=""'" = " 
, ..... 
~ . 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =B.B~ ptr/po= 2.898 ptr/ptp=l.~~ 
1.8 EJECTOR NLfT POS TION MIl IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO' 13· 
/?e.JN '- 7 
RDG:14 
AT TAKEOFF 





































,F L ow SPL 
in 





S.b S.8 I.S I.~ 







- - --~---.-~------~----.~- ~~-~-~--~--------------------..... 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
/?(JAJ ,. 7 
RDG: 1b121 
AT TAKEOFF 












































'-- .. 8.8 
8.2 
NLET POS T ION M P IMUM 
POSITIOI 13 • 





PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d-C~ 
170 
TTER 0.0. 
-1.2 1 .... 
~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC 
Ho =8.8~ ptr/po= 2.898 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
p'r/p'p=I.~~ AT TAKEOFF 







CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13· [!] FOREBODV INLET 
6 28 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
1.2 
I • 1 
... 





B .2 B .... B.8 1.0 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION •• /d~e. 
171 
/i'GlN :z. 7 
~ RDG=14 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =8.85 
I.S 


































S .... S.b 8.8 
~RIMARY F 
I nw C:CI 
'1 
I.S 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/d~ON 
172 
~~~~ T .n 
1.2 1 .... 
-....--~--~---~.--~----~-----------------------------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =8.85 pTr/po= 2.~98 pTr/pTp=1.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION MIl IMUM 






























B ... B.B I.B 1 ... 
PRESSU~E TAP AXIAL LOC~TION. -/d~C_ 
173 
~-~~--.- ~-~~~-~-----~--~-<~-~~~-.-~ - --~-~- .. -~' -~---~--~-~------------.-----------_Q 
,RV/'I ~7 
1;3 - RDG&14 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Mo-=.0' • .0'S p,,,,/po. 2.1t98 P,"'/PTpal.ItS AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M H JMUM 



































I WJltJ L Q 
~ ¢ 






















































• RDG = 1 .:. ! "'1 
SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUT~QNS AT TAKEOFF 
2.7"'0 p,,./P'p·l .... 7 
iEJECTOR NLE T POS T ION M n IMUM CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 










B .... S.b S.8 I.S I .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. -/d~O. 
175 
,R~N :1.. 7 
~ ROG. 1bI 4 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ptf"/P.· 2.7"'6 P ft' /P t p. 1 • If> 7 M. =8.85 
























8 •• 8.8 1.8 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dMe_ 
176 






- - - -
- -------~- -~~----- ~-~----- -------------~~-----------
~ EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
M- -3.35 
1.3 2.7 ·0 ptr/p'p·I.~7 AT TAKEOFF EJECTOR 




































B.8 I.B 1.2 I." 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OIS1RIBUTIONS 
11 &IN ~ 7 
RDGa1615/ 
AT TAKEOFF 



















































8.2 s ... S.6 S.8 





PRfSSURE TAP AX1AL LOCATION. -/d~G-
178 











PUN ~ 7 
~. ROG:14 
PLUG AND SPLITTER SiATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 



































NLET POS TION MIIIMUM 
POSITIO 13· 
6 FLOW SPL 
~ L~ J 
I I A 
B.b B.8 1.B 
PRESSURE TAP AXI~L LOCATION. 




....-__ • __ ••••••• _oo __ •• 0 __ 0'_. ~- --- ---------- - --~....,,--~----'--- ...,.-.---~--~~----- ~----------------~-------
/?GI,v ;'7 
~ RDGolblSI 
EJECTOR INLET ANu SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Me =.B' • .B'5 ptr'/pe= 3.113 Ptr'/PTp=I.&t7 AT TAKEOFF 































TlON Mil IMUM 
13· [!J FOREBOOV 
f). 2.B' ·SHRCU( 





9.b 9.8 1.9 








~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
).':? ",AI ~ 7 
ROG=I~ 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =8.85 Pff'/Po= 3.598 























EJECTOR NLET POS TION MH IMUM CLAMSHEL POSITIOI 13· 







B .... B.B I.B 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. x/d~C_ 
181 














/?G/N ~ 7 
RDG=l~ 
SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
P uo/po= pTr/pTp=I.ltb 
EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON HIt ,HUH 
CLAHSHEL POSITI0 13· 









8.2 8 .... 8.8 1.8 1.2 I .... 





EJECTOR INLEi AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Mo =8.85 ptr/po= 3.59.0' ptr/ptp= 1. 'tb AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS TION 

























(!] FOREBODY INLET 
6- 2.0' ·SHROU( lOC.ATJO~ 




B.8 I.B 1.2 1 ... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, x/dmCx 
183 
-~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC P~ESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 










































EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M n IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 




[!] rrl _. 
rn. 
~ ~ 
B.'+ 8.6 B.B I.B 1.2 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d~a_ 
I • '+ 
















P rr' /pe= p,r/pTp=I.lf-6 
EJECTOR NLET POS TION MU IMUM CLAMSHEL POSITIOI 13· 






B.B I.B 1 • '+ 








EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 


































1.3 EJECTOR NlE T POS TION MIt IMUM 
ClAMSHEl POSITIOP 13· 
1 • 1 
~ ... 






S.2 s .... B.b S.B 
(!) FOREBOOV INLET 
6 2.0 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
¢ 8.0 ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
I.B 1.2 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL lOCATION, M/dme. 
186 
Q 
- .............. ~---.. ---.---------,--'_ .. _- .----~---------------~~~----------
I-?GlN ~ 7 
~ RDG = 1 b't21 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFf 
ptr/po= 1.812 p,r/ptp=I.'t5 
--
Mo "'.0.3b 





























B .... 0'.0 
13· 
~ PRIMARY ~ FI nw SPl 
tTl c:J 2J 
C)~ 
0'.8 I.B 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/dma_ 
187 
'. 
!i~~ Rl n 
I .... 
/?(,IN; 7 
~ • ROG: I ott21 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
1.812 pTr/pTp=I.'tS Mo =2.30 















S.2 B .... 
POSITIO 13· 




S.b S.8 I.B 





1 .2 1 .... 
1 
~ ---~ -----~ ~-~~ -~.-~---------~.~-------..-----~--
~(.IN ~ 7 
~ RDG:16't-21 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Mo =8.3b Pt"/Po. 1.812 Pt,,/ptp=I.'t-S AT TAKEOFF 








1 • 1 
~ 

























TION Mit IMUM 1 3 • (!J FORE BODY INLET 
t:,. 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 




L PRESSJRE TAP ~X:AL LOCATION. M/d-e~ 
189 
--~~----~-----.---.-----.. -.. ----. --~------------------.------.... ------------~--.. --~----.. 
/?(/N ~7 
~ RDGalb'f-31 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo "'.0'.3b 
1.8 
p,r/poc 2 • .0'93 





























~ PRIMARY F iFI r11.J c;PI !~~~Q I n 
rrl ~ 
1.8 1.2 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d~aM 
190 
~ PLUG ANO SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =.0.3b pTr/poZ 2 • .093 p" .. /PT .... l.1t3 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET pes TION MIt lMUtof 
































8." 8.8 1.8 





~ ROGa 1b ... 31 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
























EJECTOR NLET POS T ION H U IHUH 
CL AHSHE L POSITIO. 13· [!] FOREBOOV INLET 
6 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
A .... 
[ rtrrJTb c..; ~~ 
S .... S.o S.8 I.S 1.2 1 .... 









~ • RDG=16 ...... 1 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PR(SSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 






































I.a E,IECTOR NLET pas lION 
ClAMSHEl PDSITIO 13 • 
•• 9 
•• 8 









8.2 B ... •• b 
MIt IMU" 







B.8 I.B 1.2 I. If-
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, M/d_aM 




~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H. =.9'.36 Pt"'/P.= 2.5.P'3 pt,./ptp=1 .... 6 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI/ UIUH 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13-
P~#~7 
RDGz 16, .... 1 
AT TAKEOFF 































B .... B.o B.8 I.B 1.2 1 ... 











EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 












1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS 

























PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =.0'.36 pt"'/polO 2.761 Pt"'/Ptp=I.~8 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION HII IHUH 







































~ I I 
CJ 
I 
H.It B.b H.8 I.B 1.2 I.It 






I'<tW ~ 7 
~ . • ROG- 1 64f-SI 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF . 
p,r/po= 2.761 p'r/ptp=l .... a Ho =8.36 








































8.b 11.8 1.11 
L PRESSURE iAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/dme. 
197 





EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 




































EJECTOR NLET POS TION Hit IHUH CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13 • [!J FOREBOO~[ INLET A 2S·SHROU LOCATI~~ ¢ 8.9' ·SHROui LOCATIO 
A ... 
~ k-J'f'fTl ~ ~~ fillJ I> ~ 
B.~ 
.1.8 1.B I.~ 







~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
/fUN ;J.. 7 
RDGaI6%t 
AT TAKEOFF 






































I.B EJECTOR NlET POS TION MIl IMUH 














8.2 8." 8.6 B.8 
~ ~RAMA~~ I 01 I J.I C; II li~~D 1 n 
~ 
[IJ 
1.8 1.2 I ... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~a_ 
199 
.. 
. _ 44@@ll 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho -.9'.36 P"·/Po. 3.125 p,,·/ptp=I.'+-7 
1.8 EJECTO~ NLET POS TION H II IHUH 










































8.'+- 8.6 8.8 1.8 1.2 1.'+ 














EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 













































NLET pas T ION M n IMUM 
POSITIO 13· 
... 
-.J'I'D ~ ~u lliJ ~ 
. 
8.0 8.8 
CJ FOREBODV INLET 
6 2.0 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
¢ 8.0 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
1.8 1.2 1. If. 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION •• /d~OM 
201 
If'eJlJ " 7 
~ ROGa 1b 't-71 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
M02 -3.3b 
1.8 
p,r/p.a 3.b.0'5 P , t" /P '" a 1 • 't-b 
EJECTOR NLET POS T ION MIt IMUH 
CLAHSHEL POSITI01 13 • 
~ PRIMARY F FU'lWSPJ li¥~12 1 n 8.' 
A 
~ 






















8.8 1.8 1.2 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~O~ 
202 
"~~-----~------~---~"-"~~~-"~--~--~-------~-"~-------------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTEW STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




































..J 11 •• 
•• 2 
NLET POS TION MIl IMUH 
POSITIO 13 • 





•• 0 B.8 I.B 
L PRESSURE T~P AXIAL LOCATiON, _/ome_ 
( 
(;. . - .. 
203 
lTER 0.0. 
1.2 1 • It 
, 
~"C"="~ _______________ ~".,--___ -.-. ___________ ~ '1 
~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROU~ STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 









































NLET POS T I ON Hit IHUI1 
POSITIO 13 • (!J FOREaoov 
6 23 ·SHROU~ 
¢ 8S ·SHROUt 
-






'.2 .... '.b '.8 I.' 1.2 I ... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION •• /SMS. 
204 
1 









































~ !\LW [!] 
~ I....J fB...n 

















































EJE:::TOR 1. LET POS I TI N MINIMUM 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13 • 
~ 4~ 
e I;J @@ i~ i!JCJ 11\ 
~ ~ 
3 5 
F~N NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO , 
206 











































EJECTOR I LET POS IT I tN 














PH'/P' .. • (!] • 1 ... ::-1 










I?",,v 2 B 
~3 ROG=l~ 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSU~E DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 






















I.B EJECTOR NlET POS 

















PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. 
,- ;. 
I. 
. - ~ ... i ~ '.. " i ... ~_-__ :;. .~ 
L.,,* II 
208 
Cl PRIMARY F 
(T) IFI nw ~PI 
I.B 








PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
I<(J~ ~S 
RDG21 &781-
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
ptr/ptp=I.'t-& Ho =8.3& ptr/po= 1.821 




































6 FLOW SPL TTER 0.0. 
I.B 1.2 1 ... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~a. 
209 
~3 
EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC 
Mo =8.36 ptr/po= 1.821 
1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS TION 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 










































6- 28 ·SHROU[ LOCAlIm 
~ B8 ·SHROU[ LOCAlIO~ 
A ,t. 
[ mP-cJ e:. ~~ 
8.~ B.o 8.8 I.B 1.2 1." 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. K/dmO_ 
210 
-
--~. -. ----~~--. ~------------------------------¥--------
~3 




































EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M U IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 
~ PRIMARY F Fl nw ~Pl 





PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dma. 
211 










PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 




















































TION H I I IHUH 
13· 
t::. FLOW SPL TTER 0.0 
~ 
8.8 I.B 1.2 








EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 


































1.3 EJ~CTOR NlET POS 
CLAHSHEl POSITIO 
1.2 








T I ON H U IHUH 
13 • (!J FOREBOO~( INLET 
!:J. 2S ·SHROU LOCATIO~ 




S.8 I.B 1.2 I ... 





PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 
Mo -.0.36 p,r/po- 2.581 p,r/p'p-l.1t-6 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION MIl IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13-
~ PRIMARV F Fl il~ SPl j¥gg t.n 8.' 
~ 
.. 

























"'" I"'T"I I U VU 
~ 
..... •• 8 1 •• 1.2 1." 
PRESS~RE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/d_e. 
214 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo .8.3b PH'/p._ 2.581 pt,./pt,..I .... b 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION MIl IMUM 






















a .... 8.6 B.8 1.8 1.2 I .... 




~--~~-~-~~--~~~~~~ YI'!i'~$¥~'!II!I---I'1!!!I!"' _______ .a_=.;!""'~ _____________  
A'G)N :is 
~3 QOG-t 0721 
EJECTOQ INLET AND SH~OUD STATIC PQESSUQE DISTQIBUTION 


































NLET POS T ION H U IHUH 
POSITIO 13 • 
.... 
~ lo" ~ 
8.S 
8.2 8." 8.0 8.8 
C!l FORE BODY INLET 
tJ. 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATI~~ ~ B8 ·SHROUt LOCATIO 
1.2 I." 







PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OISiRIBUTIONS AT 
IfCl~ ;t 9 
RDG- 1b731 
TAKEOFF 

























NLET POS T I ON H U IHUH 







8 •• S.8 
~ PRIMARY I F_I OW ~l i'ib 1,11 
.-
I.' 1.2 





PLUG ~ND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ~T 
2.711 H- ·S.36 











QC '.5 Go 
~ 
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b. FLOW SPL 
I.' 




.. ______________ .;.;;--~ ...~=c-~--_________ -=-=_= __ =_= _____ ;....;...._~___'_==="""""'~-==-=-=-~-______ _ 
~~~---~----... -~-~~~-~~-~-~~-~-.-~-----.. ~- -.~.~. -----------------~-------~----
~3 
EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION 
p,,./p •• 2.711 H. -8.36 








































[!J FOREBOD~t ~ 28 ·SHROU 
¢o 88 ·SHRout 
I •• 






l?eHJ :J. a 
r e33 
PLUG AND SPLITrE~ STATIC PRESSURE 
. ROG S 167, 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
ptr/pfp=1.'t-8 . Ho =8.36 p,r/po= 2.768 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M If IMUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13-





















B .... B.b B.8 1.8 1.2 I ... 





~3 ROG= 107'*'1 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Pt"/Po= 2.708 Ho =.8'.36 































H I I IHUH 
6 FLOW SPL 
S.8 1.8 






































NLET POS T I ON H II IHUH 
POS I T 101 13 • (!] FOREBODV 
6 2.9' ·SHROU~ 
~ 8.9' ·SHROU( 
AI ... 





8.2 ..... 8.b B.8 1.B 1.2 I." 
L PRESSURE TA? AXIAL LOCATION •• /dmO. 
222 
~3 . 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
t'('GlN :28 
RDGa167s1 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
pTr/pTJ»=I."S Ho =8.36 pTr/poz 3.131 
























~ c:J ~ c:J 
~ ffi 
'-' 
B .... B.o B.8 
~ PRIMARY F j~~c T n HOW ~p~ 
I.B 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d_a_ 
0- -~ •• 
223 r . ", -'. ~ 
1 .... 
-,4.-. _ JY&4 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho -.9'.36 p",'/po= 3.131 P"'/PTp-l.'t8 































8.6 8.8 1.8 1.2 1.~ 














































""EJ"Ec TOR NLET POS T ION M U IHUM 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13 • (!] FOREBOOV 
~ 28 ·SHROU[ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ 
<l > .. 





8.2 8.b .1.8 1 • .1 1.2 I. It-
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. _/dmSM 
225 
• 















































B.2 B .... 
. P f ,. /P T ~. 1 • '1-5 
T I ON M U IMUH 
13 • 





B.8 I.S 1.2 I .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dmO. 
IfGJAJ :l8 
~3 RDGz J 6761 























NLET POS TION HII IHUH 
POSITIO 13· . 




I.B 1.2 1 .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/a-e. 
227 
/?(.,JIII~a 
~3 • RDG&167bl 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 












EJECTOR NLET POS 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 
I • I 
-[ W.l J I.B 
B.5 
B.2 B .... 
T I ON Mil IMUM 
13· [!] FOREBODV INLET 
6. 28 ·SHROU( LOCATI~~ ¢ 8.0' ·SHROU[ LOCATIO 
<l ~Al.. 
L ~ 
B.8 I .B 1.2 I .... 




























EJECTOR NLET POS TIDN HIP !HUH 
CLAHSHEL POSITIOI 13 • 
~ [2J 
~ CJ CJ 
C) 
B.2 B .... B.6 B.8 
L PRESSURE TAP A)(IAL LOCATION. 
229 
~ I~~A~A~~I F I~¥~~ t .n 
I.B 1.2 













PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 
P uo/P •• 3.815 


































6 FLOW SPL 
B.B I.B 









EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

















NLET POS T I ON H n IHUH 
POS I T 101 13 • (!] FOREBOOV 
~ 2S ·SHROU~ 
~ as·SHROU[ 
<l A. lID L J..j L.. ~~ 
INLET 
L OCAT I O~ 
LOCATIO~ 
I.S 
1.2 I." I •• 8'.8 1.1 1.2 I .... 
L. PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~._ 
231 






































EJECTOR I LET POSITI N MIDWAY 





t.b i~ [!] [!] .& 













































H- -.1 • .1'" 
EJECTOR I' LET POSITI N MIOWAY CLAMSHELL POSITION EHOIJEO 
~ l. ~ 
L....I 
6- IA 
r.f\! A ~ ~ 




-I . J , 




.~ ______________ ... _ ..... _. ............ I 
- -
--~--o--~ ___ ~ __ ~---~-""---~ ---;.-:-,,-~""" ______ --______________ - ~--:iO>i!_iGii*~t~-__ ;;;;;;;;zgg~ __ !!1!'_~~=_"' _ ....... ___ _ 
Ro~. '-5"2.' ;2" 2 7 
I C3 TAKEOFF 
RUN 57 
I. t • 


























. . ' 
1 • .88 
1 • .86 
I .... 






























P "" /P t... Cl • 1 .... -:--1 
6 • 1.7B 
f~ 
rn 




L FAN NOZZLE PRESSUR~ RATIO. PTF/PO 
234 
@ 

































Pt,../pc"" 1 .82B Pt",/ptp=1.'f-7 
EJECTOR NLET POS TION MIl WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVEI 
~ PRIMARY ~ ~¥~Q T cO .fl01oL SPI 
..,.... :n 
C9 (9 ~ L.:J .--J 
[2J 
B.o 8.8 I.B 1.2 I .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/dmC~ 
235 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =8.82 ptr/po= 1.828 ptr/ptp=1 ... 7 
I.B EJECTOR NlET POS T I ON M I( WAY 










































8.8 I.B 1.2 1 ... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~a~ 







~ RDG= 2b161 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 




































1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M I:~ WAY CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE 
1.2 
1 • 1 






a.2 B .... B.b B.8 
[!] FOREBODY INLET 
l::. 28 ·SHROUI LOCATIm 
~ 88·SHROUI LOCATIO. 
... _-
l.a 1.2 I .... 








Me =8.83 p,r/Pe= 2.117 p'r/p'p=1.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M q WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI REMOVE[ 
















K9 C9 ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
I 
S.ot S.b B.B I.B 1.2 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/dmaM 
..... ;:":::~.1 (.' .. ,. 
238 
~ • ...-.~ -.., ~ t __ .. , ...... 
- - - - -
1.'1-
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =B.B3 ptr/poa 2.117 ptr/ptpal.~5 
























T I ON MIl WAY 
REMOVEI 








1.2 1 .... 
< - ------ -----"" - ._. -
... 
,.. .. 
~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION • 
Ho =S.S3 
1.3 





























NLET POS T I ON H U WAY 
POSITIOI ~EHOVE[ (!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6 2S ·SHRO~~ lOCATIOI~ 
¢ 8S·SHROU lOCATIO 
III II ITT L~ 
<' ~~ 
8.8 1.8 I .It 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. K/d~aK 
240 






~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 
Mo :8.83 P,,"/poz 2.511 P'''/P'pz l.'t-o 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI! HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE( 




















































8.It 8.8 1.8 






~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =.9' • .9'3 p,,,/po= 2.511 p,,./ptp=I.'H» 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS nON HI! WAY CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE! 





































S.o S.8 1.S 1.2 I • It 




EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 









I • I 
I.B 














8.2 B .... 
T ION MI! HAY 
RE MOVEI [!] FOREBOO:~ t::. 28·SHROU 













""""" ____ ---___ -c-c-
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H. za.as p,,./p.. 3.117 P'''Y'P'p a l.'t8 






























B.~ B.t. B.8 I.B 1.2 1. ~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~e_ 
144 
---- -,---_._- - , 
~ 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 



















EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI,~ WAY CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE 




B .... 16.8 1.' 





~ ROG8 2b1 '1 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION 

























NLET POS TION HI! HAY 
POSITIO REMOVE! 
J.l..lJ'l r JTl t..~ 
~ >0 
8.S 
8.2 8." 11.0 8.8 
(!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6 29 ·SHROU( LOCATIO~ 
~ 89 ·SHROut LOCATIO~ 
1.8 1.2 1 ... 




, ' .. 
. . - - - '- - -
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
I?~N S7 
ROG. 2b2S1 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 




































8.~ •• 8 
PRIMARY F R ~¥~I) , n ~I ow SPI 
[1J 
I ~ "-.- I 
1.8 1.2 





~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =8.85 Pft"/Po= 3.595 PTt"/PTp:l.~6 




















































S.'" 9'.b B.8 I.S 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/dme_ 
248 
1.2 1 .... 
'--~ 
~1" 1 !~r' 
- --- ; 
.. 
r? EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
p,r/p'p=1.~6 AT TAKEOFF 
;;;"'# 57 
RDG=262~ 
Mo =.0' • .0'5 ptr/po= 3.595 
1.3 E.JECTOR NLET POS T ION H q WAY 







































[ ~ t.) 
<1 ~ 
8 .... 8.0 B.8 
8 FOREBODY INLET 
f!. 28 ·SHROUI LOCATIOP 
¢ 8.0' ·SHROUI LOCATIO' 
1.8 1.2 1." 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. x/d~ex 
249 



































NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 








PRIHA~b ~ I F I nw 'I \~~c Tn 
;Tl 
1.8 1.2 





~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =.B' • .B'5 Pf"/Po= 't • .B'lb Pf"/Pfp=I.'t7 
1.18 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI! WAY 























S.b S.B I.S 1.~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/dme_ 
251 
~~~--c~-c~ c~=_-"""" ______________________ .&_-"'"- -~--_________ . 
J? v'" G' 7 
~ ROG=2b21! 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 




























TION MId WAY REMOVE I!I FORE BODY INLET 
t. 28 ·SHRO~~ LOCATIm 
¢ 88 ·SHROU LOCATIO~ 
L!~ 
t1 ~ 
B.8 I.B 1.2 1 • It 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d~C_ 
251 

































H •• 8.83 ,...,.., 















P U' /P , ,.. t!l • 1. ~-:-l 
b. • 1.78 
EHOVED 
11 







FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RAllO. PTF/PO 
253 
Ho -S.S3 RUN 58 






































~ CJ [!] 
" -6 6 A 






























































EJECTOR II LET POSITI N SHROUD ~EMOVED 
... 
~ 
IT I~ ~ rn ~ 






2 3 5 
































































TION SH~ OUD REMO\. ED 
~ I ~~ A~A~~I F 
....... r1 ~ ~ 
v~ 
I 
J.8 1 .S 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dme. 
256 
I~~~I:! "n 
1.2 1 .... 
;l4 
A'r..It4J r lJ 
~ RDG.26~21 




































B ... B.B I.B 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. X/d~aM 
257 
SPL TTER D.O. 
I .... 
~_~_c--_____________ -----..... _r:----
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
M. =8.82 p,r/p.a 2.121 pfr/pT~zl.~~ 
1.8 EJECTOR 
~ 





































TION SH~ OUD REHO~ EO 






L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, x/dmex 
l~~~1) In 
I .... 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 










































e.'+ 8.0 8.8 1.8 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, M/d_e. 
259 
SPL TTER 0.0. 
1.2 I • '+ 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION~AT 
Mo =.0 • .03 P"'/P.. 2.5.06 P"'/Pfp.l.'t5 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION SHI OUO QEMO\ EO 






















i 8." '.0 8.8 1.8 1.2 1." 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/cI"'~S-
260 



























--------------------~--_, ____ . ______ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ __ .. ~----~-=z~. ~.. ~-~.----------~~--~~ 




Mo =.9'e.9'Cf. P""/Po= 3.1.9'0 PTf"'/Ptp:Z 1.Cf.1 















































1' .... S.o B.8 
ED 
PR 1 MARY I 
FI nlol c;PI I~~~o T.n 
~ 
. 
1.2 I .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, _/dme_ 
~62 
I? (..IN S"8 
~ _ RDG=20~51 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =.9' • .9',+-
1.8 


















B .... 8.b 
P t r /P t p: 1 • '+-7 
SHI OUO REMO\ EO 
6 FLOW 
B.8 I.S 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/dmax 
263 
SPL TTER 0.0. 
1.2 1 .... 
























EJECTOR NLET POS TION SHI OUO REMO~ EO 
















\~~D , n 
1." 
-~~.----~~---~-.~.~~-.~---. -.--.-~-~--------------.--------------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =0.05 Pf~/Po= 3.595 Pf~/P'p=1.~6 
































"-8.0 8.8 I.B 1.2 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d_a. 
165 
... -----... ---.-----.--.-.-. - ______ .·c- -·----o~.·~ __________ ---______ .."...,, __ --
~ . 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =0.05 ptr/po= ~.003 ptr/ptp=l.~~ 
I.B EJECTO~ NLET POS TION SHI OUO REMO~ EO 



































.B'.8 1 • .B' 1.2 I • '+-
P~~SSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, x/d~ax 
266 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =a.as PT~/Po= ~.aa3 PT~/Ptp=l.~~ 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION SH~ OUD REMO\ ED 
/f()A) 5'8 
ROG:r 2b 't1/ 
AT TAKEOFF 






























8.6 8.8 1.8 I .2 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. -/d~e_ 
267 
-
f(lJr:, . ,-,.$8· .2"80 




















"" 0 C¥ 
~ 



















CLAMSHELL LET POSITI N H'IOHAY POSITION 13 • 
E!3 1E3 
IT Ig;) I-'-IT 
m ~ ~ L..-
'"-' 
2 3 






!?O~ "1.8/- :l~'J 
r---C3 2BDEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS ---, p,r/p,p. ~ • 1.~o I TAKEOFF 










































EJECTOR II LET POSITI N MIOWAY 
CLAMSHELL POS IT I ON 13 • 
m[!] 




FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
,. 
269 , F ~ ~-: d ;~-. 
5 
~-.... ----~- --------~ -- ----.-~~~-- ---<.- --------------_._~ -~---~~'""'I!=!!!!!_-Ukg~ ~ ____ --
;?04. '2~S8 - ~~90 
r---C3 2BDEG BDATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS ---, I TAKEOFF p,r/p, •• ~ • 1.~6 I 
RUN 59 MOaB 
.9" EJECTOR II LET POSI Tl N MIDWAY 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13· 
.985 
rn ~O 
[!] [!] ~ ~~ 
.98B 
~ 
I~ ~ [!] ~ ~~ 




























2 3 It 5 
L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PiF/PO 
270 
1 
--~-.. -.-... -~----------....... --------.-... ----------
/(I)c.. ", 8/- 2(., ~ 
r---C3 2BDfG BOATTAJL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTJERY DOORS ---, I TAKEOFF P'~/P'.- ~ - 1.~6 I 






































EJECTOR I LET POSITI N MIDWAY CLAMSHELL POSITION 13-
[!] fB Iffi ffi~ 
[2] 1- L...J [!) 
2 3 
FAN NOZZLE P~ESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
271 
5 
»._,_,>, __ ~_,~ .._,~_~-------_.---_.!III .• _ ...... -------------.. 
RoG, ~"S"8-:z'80 
r---C3 2S0EG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVEO FROM TERTIERY DOORS ---, I TAKEOFF pTr/pT.- m - 1.~b t 
















































-L:J I m ~~ 
I 
2 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSUR£ RATIO. PTF/PO 
~72 
5 
PD<:,. ~(;8/- :l"'3 
r---C3 2BOEG BOATTAIL SECTION REHOVEO FROH TERTIERY OOORS ---, I TAKEOFF p,r/p, •• ~ - t.~6 f 
RUN 59 HO-B.36 H. ·B.36 































I •• ~ 



















~ 280EG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDGa2b7S! 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 






1.1 EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI[ HAY 











1.2 I .... I., S'.8 





PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~a. 
274 




~ 2SDEG BOATTAIL SECTION ~EMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDGa2blsl. 





































p,,./p, .. al.lt-b 
NLET POS TION HII HAY 
POSITIO 13-






S.2 S .... S.~ S.8 I.S 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d M 8. 
TTER 0.0. 





~ 2.00EG BDATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTlERY DOORS 
EJECTOR !NL~T AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
,<~N 51 
RDG=267S! 
















































III II 1'1" 
I 







~ FOREBOOY INLET 
6 20 ·SHROU( LOCATIO~ 
¢ 82 ·SHROU[ lOCATIO~ 
I 
I 
1 • .0 1.2 I.ot 




~ 2.0'OEG BOATTAIL SECTIOt~ REMOVED FROM TERTIEr"ly ~OORS RDG=2616/ 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 

























NLET pas TION MI! WAY 
POSITIO 13· 
CJ PRIMARY I 




[1J ~ n, 
LJ 
8.6 8.8 1.8 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. x/dm~M 




~ 2HOEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS ROG=2blbj 
PLUG ANO SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
M ... =H.HS PT"/Po= 3.bH~ Pt"/PTp=l.~b 
I.S EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI ( WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13· 


































8.'4 8.8 I.S 1.2 I • It 






~ 2SDEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDG:2b7bl 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 












1.3 EJECTGR NLET POS TION HI( WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI 13 -
1.1 
I.B 
L WfTl1JIJ L\ 
~ ~~ 
B.5 
B.2 B.~ B.h S.B 
(!J FORE BODY INLET 
t::. 2S-SHROUr LOCATIO~ 
¢ es ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
I 
I.B 1.2 1.~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, ~/d~e_ 
, 
... - , 
279 
---_._._-_. __ . -._----_ .. _---_ .. _---_.--._--
~ 28DEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo :8.85 Ptf'/po= 3.1.0'7 Ptf'/Ptp=1.48 
I.B EJECTOR NLE T POS TION MI( HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 



































B.b 8.8 1.8 1.2 I .... 
PRESSURE 7~P AXIAL LOCATION. _/dmc. 
280 
... 
·_. __ ~._. _ .. _. ___ ~ __ ........ ~_-_____ --------------~'![!""'I;: 2 
~ 28DEG BOATTAIL SECTION QEMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =8.85 ptr/po= 3.187 ptr/ptp=1.~8 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS lION HI( HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 























g.~ 8.8 1.8 I.~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/d~a~ 
181 
/?c)N S"tt 
~ 28DEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TfRTIERY DOORS RDG:2677! 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Me =.0'.85 p'f"/Pe= 3.1.0'7 P'f"/P'p=I.'tS AT TAKEOFF 






































TION M I [ WAY 
13· (!J FORE BODY INLET 
6 2.0' ·SHROU[ LOCATI~~ 






S.B I.S 1.2 I.~ 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. x/dma x 
1 
I?GlN 5'¥ 
~ 2BDEG BOATTAIl SECTION REMOvED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDG:267SI 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =B.B3 p,r/po= 2.51~ p,r/pTp=I.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NlET POS TION MI{ WAY 
CLAMSHEl POSITIO 13 • 







































a ... a.o a.8 I.B 1.2 1 ... 




~ 20DEG BOATTA!L SECTION REMOVED FR~M TERTIERY OOORS RDG:267SI 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTPl6UTIDNS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo :0.03 ptr/po: 2.51~ ptr/Ptpzl.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI[ WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 



























. A I ~ 
D 
1 
B.'+ B.b B.8 I.B 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d_a~ 
:!84 
1.2 1 • '+ 
!<C/N j'" 
~ 28DEG BOATTAIl SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDG:2b7e\ 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
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~ 2.0'OEG BOATTAIL SECTION REMOVED FROM TERTIERY DOORS RDGz27231 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =.0' • .0'3 PH'/Po= 1.829 pH·/PTp=1 .... 7 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION SHI OUD REMO~ EO 
6. FLOW SPL TTER 0.0 
B.8 
• A ~ 
~ 
I 
u.. .IJ. 3 
c..J 
B." B.8 1.2 1 ... 
L PRESSURE TAP ~XIA~ LOCATION. _/dma_ 
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L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATrO. PTF/PO 
346 
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EJECTOR It LET POSITI N MIDWAY CLAMSHELL POSITI1JN 13· 
~ I~ ~ i1 .. 
10 bQ [!] 
~ rim -~ ~ IlS ~ 
2. 3 5 




































EJECTOR It LET POSITI N MIDWAY 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13-
A ~ 
~ ~ ~~ ~~ """"'" 
I L'.J fl 
~ 
lit 
2 3 .~ 5 . 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
348 
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EJEC TOR I P LET POSITI N MIDWAY 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13 • 
:m 




0 ~ . ~B! A [!]§ m 
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t!]== 8 I ~ 
m fA 
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2 3 5 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H. '"B.B'+- p,,./p.. 1.815 P'''/P'p-l.'+-5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET PoS TIoN MIl HAY 
CLAM~j.EL POSITIO 13· 
/?UAJ ~S­
RoG. 1S81 1 
AT TAKEOFF 
~ PRIMARY F ~¥~D T n B.9 
A 
t-
























~I nlol ~PI 
rr1 ~ CJ rr1 
~ (!) 
8.11- 8.8 1.8 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dma. 
352 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H. aB.B~ ptr/p.a 1.815 ptr/ptpal.~5 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TlON HI( WAY 














































8 .... 8.6 8.8 1.8 I." 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/d~a_ 
353 
~3 































NLET POS TION MIl WAY 
POSITlor 13 • [!] FORE BODY 
A 2S ·SHROU! 
~ 8.8 ·SHROU( 
l..-.-






8.2 ..... 8 •• 8.8 1.8 1.2 I." 
I L_ PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dMa. 
354 
--------··~-~~~~-·----------------~P~.----~~----------------.... ----~----------------__ ~$~. 
;:fGlN 35 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
- RDGa18821 
AT TAKEOFF 
11. a8.8,," P U" /P.. 2. 187 p". /P t ,.al • "'''" 
I •• EJECTOR NLET POS TION Hll WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIOI 13-
.. , 2 PRII1A~~ F j: I 1'\101 ~ II I~¥~" I .n 
l 
.. 
























.... ••• 8.8 1.8 1.2 



























2.187 P'''/P' .. ·I.'t't 
NLET POS TION MIl HAY 
POSITIO 13-





•• 2 .... ••• ..8 I •• 







EJECTOR iNLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
I 
H- .8.8~ ptr/p.. 2.187 ptr/pt.·l.~~ AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON H I1WAY CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13 • (!] FORE BODY INLET 
t:. 28 ·SHROUI LOCATI9: 


































I ¢ 8S "~HROui LOCATIO 
-LllJL.:. 1U1:..J ~ ~ ~O 





PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =S.BIf- ptr/po= 2.5.0'S ptr/ptp=I.1f-5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS riON MI WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI 13· 
RDG= 18831 
AT TAKEOFF 
































B.~ B.6 B.8 1.B 1.2 I.~ 




----~~-.'. -~-----..... -,----~ --- a __ 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =B.B't pu-/po= 2.58.0' ptr/ptp=1.'t5 







































B .... B.o B.8 I.B 1. ~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. x/d~O_ 
359 
- - - sq 
.1?e;,J 3 S" 
~3 ROGalSS31 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 


























(!) FOREBODY INLET 
~ 28 ·SHROU[ LOCATIOt.. 
¢ 88 ·SHROU[ LOCATIOt.. 
I 
I.B 1.2 1.'+ 
PRESSURE TAP ~XIAL LOCA)ION. _/dma_ 
360 
G 
~-~~--~ -~ -~-~ ~----"-'--------"""--_""'-~---_________ 4_;g4 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSUR~ DISTRIBUTIONS 
Me =g.85 ptr/pe z 2.7~3 ptr/p'p=l.~b 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 
ROG.186~1 
AT TAKEOFF 























~ rrl l2J 
~ 
--
S.8 I.S 1.2 I.~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXJAl LOCATION, _/d~a_ 
361 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =.0'.35 ptr"/poa 2.7lt3 Pt"/Pt~=l.ltb 
1 .8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HIC WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 
Ror= 188~1 
AT TAKEOFF 
































8." 8.0 8.8 1.8 
PRESSURE TAP AXjAl lOCATION. _/dMax 
362 
0.;, ~~" ,. i. 
~':' i~" .. 
1.2 1 ... 
I< c.J"; 3 5" 
~3 RosalSS't-1 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
































16.2 B .... 16.0 
MIl WAY 
[!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6- 2.0' -SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
¢ 8.0' -SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
L~ 
~ ~~ 
16.8 1.16 1.2 1. ~ 






























SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ptf"/Po= 3.89S Ptf"/Pt .. =1.~7 
EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI( HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 






8." B." 8.8 1.8 I." 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
/-?(..,I~ 3~ 
ROG- 18851 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF . 
Ho =B.B'f- p,,,/poa 3.~q5 P'''/P',.=1.'f-7 





























TION HI[ WAY 
13 • 
~ FLOW SPL 
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~ 
8' .8 1.8 





~3 RDG- 18851 
EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 


























[!] FOREBODY INLET 
6 2a ·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
¢ 8a ·SHROU[ LOCATI0~ 
1.1' 1.2 I.~ 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo • .0' • .0'5 p"'/poa 3.597 p"·/PT •• 1 ..... S 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI( HAY 
































8 .... 8.6 B.8 I.B 1.2 I." 

























RDS- 188 01 
SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
P,,"/P.- 3.597 P,,./P, .. -1.1t5 
EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON MIl ~AY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI 13 • 




B.2 B .... B.ft B.B I.B 1.2 I.'" 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/d~aR 
368 
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EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 















EJECTOR NLET POS 
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TION MIl HAY 
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PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PQESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
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I .... 1.0 •• 8 I.' 1.2 
PRE~SURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, "/d~.M 
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~3 PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
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EJECTO~ .NLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 












EJECTOR NLET POS 
CLAH5HEL POSITIO 
LW~ I L.:1tJ 
I 
8.5 
8.2 B .... 
TION HI[ WAY 
13· [!] FOREBOOY INLET 
t:. 28 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 





8.8 1.8 1.2 I .... 




~ 3 R 0 G = 1 9 1 'tl 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 









I.S EJECTOR NlET POS T I ON MIl WAY 
CLAMSHEL POS: rIOI 13· 
c:J CJ 









S.2 B .... S.o 9'.8 
~ PRIMARY F I~~~Q , n FI nl.l ~PI 
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PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 



























EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI[ HAY 
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TION HI[ WAY 
13· (!] FOREBODY INLET 
6 2.0' ~SHROU( LOCATIO~ 






8.8 I.B 1.2 1 •• 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/dm4~ 
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EJECTOR NLET POSPION 1'111 HAY 
ClAMSHEL POSITIO 13· 






8.~ S.b 8.8 1 ... 1.2 1. '" 
PRESSURE TAP AX!AL LOCATION •• /d-a. 
376 
....... ----------------------------~ -- ~ 
~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =.0'.36 ptr/po= 2.S83 Pt"/Ptp=1.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS :ION M I I WAY 









































B .... B.8 1.2 1 .... 




EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 








































8.2 8 .... 
TION MI[ WAY 
13· [!) FORE BODy INLET 
t:. 28 ·SHROU( LOCATIO~ 





8'.8 1.8' t.2 t ... 











P T ,. /P T p" 1 • If-7 
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8 .... S. II 8.8 1.8 
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s .... S.8 . I.S 
L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION. x/d~8_ 
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NLET POS TION MIl WAY 
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6 28 ·SHROU~ 
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B.2 B .... B.6 B.8 I.B 1.2 t .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/d-OM 
381 
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8.2 8." 8.0 S.B 
PRIMARY F ~ .f LOW -.S..Pl 
.--.. 
1.8 
PRE~SURE TA~ AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~a_ 
382 





PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H.·.0'.3b p,,./p •• 3.121 p'r/p' .. ·I .... 7 
I •• EJECTOR NL~. T POS T!ON H I I HAY 






































•• 8 I •• 1.2 I • ,.. 





EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
PT~/PTp-l.1t-7 AT TAKEOFF H. -S.3b PT~/P.. 3.121 
1.3 !EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI( WAY !. 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13· [!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIOt, 































~ 88 ·SHROUt LOCATIOt, 
-«T"'I 
anC: I~ ~ ~ ~ 
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S ... S •• 1.8 I.S 1.2 I." 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
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PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =3.36 pt,,/poa 3.611 Pt,,/ptpal.'t't 
1 • .1 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HII WAY 

























B .... B.8 1 • .1 1.2 1 • It 





EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
H. aB.3b 
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NlET POS T I ON H II HAY 
POSITIO 13· 
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ILY-J ~ f1¢ 
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8.5 
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[!) FOREBOOV INLET 
A 2B·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
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~3 . RDGal"illl 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
H. -S.3b ptr/p.a 3.713 ptr/ptpal.~5 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS T ION HI[ WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13-
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PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/dmOM 
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PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 'OISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =8.3b ptr/poa 3.713 ptr/ptp=1.~5 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
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rRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. w/dma. 
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EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Pt"/pos 3.713 P f ,. /P t p" 1 • '+-5 A T T A K E 0 F F 
EJECTOR NLET POS TION HII WAY 
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PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dmeK 
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EJECTOR It LET POSITI N MIDWAY 
CLAMSHELL POSITION 13-
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~ ~.~~ ~ 
u. 6 ~ 
• ... 2! 
2 J 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
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L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
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TAKEOFF 





















































L FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
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r :_ ,";E IS 
~: .. L'.!..lTY 
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r~3 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
M. -•• 36 P'" /P.- 1 .. 1' 1 P'" /P' .. -I .... 5 I.' EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M J( WAY 
CLAMSHE::L POS IT Hl 13-
RuAJ ! 1 
RDG-l '581 
AT TAKEOFF 
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PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
P"'/P •• 1.797 M- a8.36 
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~ FLOW SPL 
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NLET POS lION HII WAY 
POS IT I 01 13· (!] FOREBOO~( 
6- 28 ·SHROU 
~ S8 ·SHROUI 
-1l.jJ,:J l ~~ 
. 
/fu-v 37 





B.2 B.1t- B.b B.8 I.B :,2 1. It-
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. A/dmeM 
399 
/fu~ 37 
r? ROG-I ~5~1 
P~UG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =-".30 




























.8.2 B. '+ 
ptf"/Ptp=l ....... 
TION MI[ HAY 
13 • PRIMARY F ~ ~¥~I) T n ~I nlol ,PI 
. 
".-
t!J rJ ~ 
CTJ f-J 
I 
8.8 1 • .8 1.2 1 ... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~a~ 
400 
.~ 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 




DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
P , r /P T JU 1 • ~~ 
1 •• EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON HI ,.MY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13 • 







































B.It B.6 B.8 1.B 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. N/dmo. 
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1 • 1 































2 • .9'9'" P ". /P t ... 1 • ...... AT T A K E 0 F F 
NLET PDS TION HII WAY 
POS I T 101 13 • (!) FOREBOOY INLET 
6 2.9' ·SHRO~l LOCATIO. ~ 8.9' ·SHROU LOCATIO. 
1l.jCJ 2 ~o 
B.6 B.8 1 •• 1.2 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dMO. 
402 
/f(MJ 3") 
~ • ROGal%Bl 
























EJECTOR NLET pas TION HI[ WAY 
CLAHSHEL pas IT I a 13· 
~ PRIHARY F FI nw "PI I~¥~Q , n 
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m [lJ "T"'I 
C) ........ ...J 
0 
B .... B.8 I.B 1." 




~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H. a8.36 ptt"/p.a 2.588 Ptt"/pt~al."'5 
I •• EJECTOR NLET POS TION HII WAY 




















































.... ..6 •• 8 I •• I." 




~ ROGa l96BI 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 







































NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
POSITIOI 13 • 
I~ ~ I> ~~ 
B.5 
B.2 8." 8.4 B.8 
t!l FORE BODY INLET 
6 2B·SHROU~ LOCATI~: ~ 8B ·SHROU[ LOCATIO 
I.B 1.2 










PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
H. a.B'.36 p,,·/p.a 2.7't6 P"'/P'p-l.'t7 
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. 6 FLOW SPL 
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TTER 0.0 • 
1.2 1." 
.~~~~ ____ ~ *T_-" 
- - -- ----
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~ I •• 
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NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
POS IT 101 13 • [!) FORE BODY 
~ 2.0'·SHRO~~ 
~ 8.0'-SHROU[ 
I~ ~ ~ 
~ 
•• 2 .... ••• •• 8 t •• 





~- --~- %-k as .. ¥ . as 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
M. -8.36 ptr/p.. 3.897 ptr/ptp·l.~7 






NLE T P011 POS IT 10 13 • ~ I:~~~A~~I I I~V~D 1n 
••• 
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..8 1 •• 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /4Ma_ 
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• - . 
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-. 4 
-----~-~.--------~--- ---~-~-- '~---'-----------~""""--!I!!!!--~ -----~--......... --;; 
. /?t.JN 37 
~ . . ROG-' 'ft21 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
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EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M IC WAY 
CLAMSHEL POS I T 101 13-









EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
H. ·S.36 P"'/P.· 3.S'1 p,,./P' .. ·1 .... 1 AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
CLAHSHEL POS IT I 01 13- CJ FORE80DY INLET 




































(]]l:: I L.:U-J 4~ 
~ 
.... 0.' .. , I.' 1.2 1." 









~ RDG- U631 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
















































NLET POS TION HI WAY 
POS J T J 01 13-








a •• a.a l.a 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dM •• 
o~·:· 'It! I -.... ~ 
412 (.It. PC': .. Q" .: ; I 
I~V~D '.n 
~ PLUG A~O :it-UTTER STATIC PRESS!JRE 
RCJ/J 37 
ROGa19631 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Pt",/ptp=1.'t-5 Mo =8.36 ptr/p4_ 3.689 










































B.2 B .... 




M II WAY 
6 FLOW 
B.8 1.8 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dma. 
413 




~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Ho =8.36 
1.3 













EJECTOR NLET POS 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 
I • I 
nfiT1 
lID~ ILY-J I.B 
B.5 
B.2 B .... 
TION Hl( WAY 
13- I!l FORE BODY 
6 28 ·SHROU~ 




PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/dm8M 
414 
INLET 
LOCAT I 011 
.LOCATIa. 
I." 
~ RDG s I96 ... \ 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =B.36 
t •• EJECTOR 
CLAMSHEL 
3.787 pt,./ptp=I .... S 
NLET POS T I ON M I [ WAY 
POSlTIOI 13 • 
























FI nw ~DI 
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~ ~ ~ 
, 
~ 
B." B.b B.8 1.B t.2 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
Ho =8.36 pfr/poz 3.787 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION 
RUN 37 
RDG= 190'1-1 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
pfr/pfp=I.'l-5 
H I I WAY 
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EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION 






































--T I ON H 1C WAY 
13· [!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6 2.0' ·SHROU~ LOCATIOt 





S.2 B .... B.o S.8 I.B 1.2 I .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/dmeM 



















































L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/dma~ 
418 
1.1t 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
RCI~ 37 
RDGal~ 
OISTRI8UTIO~S AT TAKEOFF 
Ho a-.SS p,,-/poa 1.8S'" p,,../p'pa 1 .... 6 
1 •• EJECTOR NLET POS TIOH HI[ WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIOI 13 • 
A FLOW SPL TTER 0.0. 



















.... 11.8 1.11 1.2 1 .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ./d~a_ 
419 
I?ClN 37 
~ ROG-l 9S't1 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
I 

































NLET POS T I ON H II WAY 
POSITIO 13-
I r"'Tftn A 
1LJl.J ~ ~ >~ 
B.5 
B.2 B." B •• B.8 
[!J FOREBOO~~ INLET !:J. 2S·SHROU LOC~TIO~ 
~ BS ·SHROUt LOC~TIO~ 
1.B .1.2 I." 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d_e. 
L-
420 






























SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
pfr/p._ 2.16'8 pfr/pf~-l.~~ 
EJECTOR NLET POS 'TION Mil HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 13 • 
~ PRIMARY F IFLt"l~C;Pl li~~~ I n 
~ -(T'\ ~ m 






8.2 8 ... 8 •• 8.8 1.8 1.2 I." 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. K/d~e. 
421 
· ,.f''''N 3 7 
~ RDG- 198SI 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRI8UTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
































EJECTOR NlET POS T ION H l( WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSlTIO 13-




•• 2 ..... ••• •• 8 I •• 




~ EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION 
,/(C)II 37 
ROG-I ,851 





























EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO. 13 • 
rTT"\t"/" nJtorot 




B.S B.2 ..... B •• ..8 
[!1 FORE BODY INLET 
6. 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU( LOCATIU. 
I.B 1.2 
L PRESSUR£ TAP AXIAL LOCATION. -/.~.-
423 
r~~... !""' /". 
'--i I 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




'.9 ~ ,~~A~A~~I F :~¥~g .t....n... 
l 






















U ~ ~ 
CJ 
'.0 '.1 1.8 1.2 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ./OMe. 
424 
... -----.------------------------------~~~-- ---
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
M- .-.88 PU"/po. 2.511 p"·/P'.·I ...... 




































.... ••• ..1 1.8 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~e. 
425 
R()N 37 
~ ROG -I Cf861 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD .STATIC PRESSURE OJSTRI8UTION 






































NLET POS TION HII WAY 





'.2 •• + ••• •• 8 
L 
426 
(!J FORE80D~! INLET b. 2S ·SHROU LOCATIO~ 
~ SB ·SHROui LOCATIO~ 
.-















~ PLUG ANn SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ~'DG= 1987/ AT TAKEOFF 
Ho =-.0Ja· ptr/poz 2.7bc ptr/pt~=; .~b 
















































CLAMSHELloPOSITIClo 13- . 









8 .... B.b B.B 1.8 1.2 











PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho =-.BB p,r/po= 2.702 ~,r/p'~=I.~o 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET pas TIO~ HI( WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO 13· 
ROG= 19871 
AT TAKEOFF 















































8 .... 8.8 1.8 1.2 I .... 








·_.- ~---.-~ ..... -------+- .-------.--~ -. ._- • 
i?c)N 37 
~ RDG- 19871 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 




















































TION HI( WAY 
13· CJ FORE BODY INLET 
6- 28 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 




B.8 I.B 1.2 I .... 











































L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/dma_ 
430 




~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE 
/?up 37 
ROGa19Sei 
OISTPIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 




























EJECTOR NLE T POS TION HI[ W~y 
CLAHSHEL POS IT I 0 13-
6. FLOil SPL TTER 0.0. 
~ 
~ ~ 
8." 8.8 1.8 1.2 I.'t 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. x/d~C_ 
431 
RUN 37 
~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION RDG819881 






































TION HI[ WAY 
13 • [!] FOREBOOY INLET 
6 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIm 




B.8 I.B 1.2 1 ... 








~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho a-.BB p,,"/p.a 3.616 P""/P?p-l.'t5 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON H l( HAY 


































8 .... a.B 1.8 1 .... 







































8.2 8 .... 8.0 8.8 
6 FLOW SPL 
t.8 







EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 































NLET POS T ION H l( HAY 





8.2 8 .... 8.6 8.8 
CJ FOREBODV 
6 2B ·SHROU~ 
~ 8B ·SHROU[ 
1.8 






.-.------.-~-. ~~,---- .. 
-- '-- - - - - ~ - - -
~ • RDG s 199BI 






P U" /P , psI • 't-5 
TJON MIl WAY 
13· 
~ PRIMARY F I~~~~ ~ ,n B.' 
l I 
.. 






















••• •• 2 
1='1 nw Cell 
~ . 
~ 
c.:J [2]" tJ 
~ 
I 
..... B.b •• 8 I.B 1.2 1 .... 
PRESSURE TA" AXIAL LOCATION. _/dMO_ 
436 
-------_ ..... - ~.--------~ .......---. ~---=-~-----"-=-- -~ 
~ ROGa 199BI 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
P,,"/p.· 3.9..,B H •• - .BB 






































b. FLOW SPL TTER 0.0. 
--
8.8 I.S 1.2 I." 




~ EJECTOR INLET ANO SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 































NLET POS T I ON M I[ WAV 






'.2 I .... 8 •• 8.8 
Cl FOREBOOV 
6 21 ·SHROU~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ 
, , 
I •• 









~"., ----.-..- ------_. ..-
.. 4!iij 
.. 




























I •• ' 
I.R 









EJECTOR I LET POSITI N MIOW~V 





L:..J (!] (!] 
IT1 
-
2 3 5 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE R~TIO, PTF/PO 
439 
\ . 































1 •• 2 











EJECTOR I LET POSITI N MIOW"Y 
CL"MSHELL POS IT I ON EHOVED 
[!) 















RUN 65 MOag M- =.H.B5 









































































































FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO. PTF/PO 
442 
-- zw --- - na 
5 












































EJECTOR II LET POSITI N HIOWAY 






























































MOaS.3 Ho .8.36 
EJECTOR I LET POS IT I N MIDWAY 





2 3 5 
FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE ~ATIO, PTF/PO 
444 




Mo =8.83 ptr/po= 1.857 ptr/ptp=1.~7 
1.8' EJECTOR NLET POS WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO 
T ION M q 
REMOVE( 
&I. 




















B.'" B.6 8'.8 
15 PRIMARY F FI nw C;PL i~~121 n 
rr1 i) 
I.B 1.2 1 .... 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, ~/dm8_ 
445 
, 
---. -- ''-, 
























p,,,/po= 1.857 P'''/Pfp=I.'I-} 
EJECTOR NLET pas TION HI HAY CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE 





-8. '+ 8.8 1.8 1.'+ 






EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
H. =8.83 PH·/P.. 1.857 PH'/PT,,= 1.'t-7 AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 
1.2 


































TION HI( WAY 
REHOVE[ [!] FORE90DY 
t::. 22·SHROU[ 












~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo 'B.B3 pTr/po= 2.153 pTr/pT~=l.~b 



































~ h1 m m 
& ~ -~ 
B .11 B.8 I.B 1.2 1." 









- - ~ -, 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =0.03 p,,,/poa 2.153 PT"/PTp.l.~6 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS T'ON MI~ WAY 




















































8.110 8.0 8.8 1.8 






1 • ~ 
• 
1 
f " .. 
I~ 
Ii'tJN e.6' 
~ ROGa 287 'f-1 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 


















1 • 3 
1.2 






NLET POS TION MI~ HAY 
POSITIO REMOVE[ 
~ 
'" I~ L ~V
<! >A 
8.5 
B.2 8." 8.0 8.8 
l!l FOREBODY 
6 28 ·SHROUI 
¢ 8.0' ·SHROUI 
: 
1.8 
L PRESSURf TAP AXIAL LOCATION. M/d~e • 
450 






































NLET POS TION HIJ WAY POSITIO REMOVE 
~ . ~~ A~A~~I F I~¥~g I n 
b 




••• '.8 I.' 1.2 1 .,. 
L PRESSURE TAP AxIAL LOCATION, _/dMS_ 
i?cJN 'S' 
~ RDGa2B7s1 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ptf'/P._ M- -S.S'" 





























••• •• 2 .... 
POSITIO REMOVE 
6 FLOH SPL 
~ 
A ~ 
s •• •• 1 1 •• 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. -/.~ •• 
, .-: .-.. ,) '_ r. '~ , 
·::F F~0;( C 'if 
451 
TTER 0.0. 
1 .2 1." 
~---------" - -~~~-~---~-----~~~--~--~--~-~ ~--~--~~-~-
t 
If tiN' ,,~ 
~ ROGa281s1 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUO STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 






1.3 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HII WAY 
CLAHSHEL POSITIO REHOVEI 
1.1 
.rn A 
LWL.:.. L..:Y-J L- V I.' 
~ >~ 
---. 8.5 
'.2 B •• B •• '.1 
(!J FOREBOO~JINLET 
A 28-SHROU LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROU[ LOCAT I O~ 
I.B 1.2 



























••• •• 2 B.'· ••• B.8 





I •• 1." 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION.·./d~a. 
454 
() , . 
- • - - - - _\i!_ 
I 
l 
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Ho :B.B5 pfr/po. 3.159 prr/pT~=1.~9 
1.8 EJECTOR NLET POS TION HI[ WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE( 
If UN ~~ 
RDGz287bl 
AT TAKEOFF 


















































8. b 8.8 





A'GJ/V ~~ .. 
~ RDG& 287bl 
EJECTOR INLET ~ND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 




























EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M U WAY CLAHSHEL POSITIO REHOVE( C) FOREBOD~[ INLET 6- 28 ·SHROU LOCATIO~ 
¢ 88 ·SHROU[ LOCATIO~ 
.J:T1 A AI. 
LWL. I L!:J-l L V 
~ pA 
S.o S.8 I.B I • :> I • ~ 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. _/dmC. 
450 
--~~~----- ----~--~---------~--------------~-------------
~ ROG: 28771 
PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ho =8.86 
1 • .1 7JECTOR 
3.661 
NLET POS WAY 









































B.~ S.b B.8 




L PRESSURE TAP AXjAL LOCATION. _/dmax 
457 





~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATrC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ROG= 28771 AT TAKEOFF 



















1.B EJECTOR NlET POS TION MIl WAY 












B.2 8." B.6 8.8 
6 FLOW SPL 
-
I.B 




-~- --~-----~~--~~~-----........ - ..... --~-----------
R()N ,~-
~ ROG: 2877 1 
EJECTOR INLET AND S~ROUO STATIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION 
Mo =0.00 P"'/Po= 3.001 ptr/ptp=·1.'t7 AT TAKEOFF 
1.3 




















EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE! !!l FOREBODY INLET 
6 22 ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
¢ 82 ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
rn 
"" WJ~ I~ L ~v
~ 6 
B .... B.6 B.8 I .S' 1.2 I .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /dma. 
459 
~ RDGa2878\ 








































~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Mo =B.B6 pTr/poa ~.B92 pTr/pT~.1.~7 
I.S EJECTOR NLET POS T I ON M U HAY 
















































6 6 I 
~ 
B .... S.o S.8 1.2 I .... 


















































NLET POS T ION M q HAY 
POS!TIO REMllVE[ CJ FORE BODY 
~ 2,1rSHROU( 
¢ sa ·St1ROU[ 
I 
~ ...... 





8.2 8.8 1.8 1.2 
L PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION •• /d~8. 
462 
Q 
• ~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
RON ,~ 
RDG z 2887/ 
AT TAKEOFF 































EJECTOR NLET pas T I ON M q WAY CLAMSHEL I POSITIOI REMOVEC 
PRIMARY F ~ I~~~c J.n I~ F'I n.w ~PI rv ~ ~ ~ t!J 
D 
I 
B.8 1 •• 1.2 1 .... 





~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
M. =.8.3b pTf'/p.a 1.818 P,,../ptp.l .... 8 


























8.8 1.8 1." 






~ RDG- 28871 
EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
M. -B.3b P,,"/P.- 1.818 P""/P'p-l.1fo8 AT TAKEOFF 
1 • 3 EJECTOR NLET POS T iON M q HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI REMOVEC (!] FOREBCDY INLET 




























m ~ ~A. 
CDJC: I~ l-~v 
8 .... 8.8 1.8 1.2 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, _/dme. 
465 
; 




PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 



































S." S •• 8.8 
~ ~RIHAR~ F I nw c: 'I ~~~p I n 
~ ~ 
1.S 1.2 






~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS • 
M. -S.36 PT~/P.. 2.113 PT~/PT~.I.~5 I.' EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M I ( HAY 











































'.ft •• 8 1.' 1.2 




































NLET POS TION MI~ WAY 
POSITIO· REMOVE( C!J FORE BODY 
t-. 28 ·SHROU~ 
~ 88 ·SHROUC 
• 
m ) ~A 




'.2 8' .... ••• a.8 1.8' 1.2 I.t 
L PRESSUQE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~ •• 




- -----. -------~----~~--......... - --- -~------------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS Ai TAKEOFF 
/fUN ,~ 
RDG z 2889! 
Ho =S.3b Ptr-/poz 2.'t-9't- ptr/ptp=l.'t-b 



















T I ON M n WAY 
REMOVE[ 
~ PRIMARY ~ E1 .Q..~ __ 5 PI 




L PRESSURE TAP AXiAL LOCATION, -/d~C_ 
LUG 
rTF!:) T n 
--
I • If-
L~'-"-"--" -_ .. - .. 
.. 
--._--, --------
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OISTRldUTIONS 
Mo =8.30 Ptr/po: 2.~9~ ptr/p'p=l.~b 
I.B EJECTOR NLE T POS T ION M I[ WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITlor REMOVE( 


























B ... B.b B.8 I.B 1.2 I." 






• ~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE . ROS- 289Sf DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =8.36 P,,"/po= 3.199 P t ,.. /P T p = 1 • 't8 
I.B EJECTOR NLET pas TION HI[ WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOr REMOVE( 























8.'1- 8.10 8.8 1.8 1.2 











































ptr/po= 3. 1.0'9 
EJECTOR NLET POS TION MIl WAY 
CLAMSHE.L POSITIO REMOVE( 






B .... !J.B I.B 1.2 1 .... 
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~e. 
__ ~ ____ ' _______ . _________ ~_ " , .... ,_. ---:-:;.t~""""", "","""'""<"""'. _______ '_' """;;;I!!II. !!!li!i. i!:!!' __ _!'"";--.:--------'~-----------, J!!II!I.4 
• 
~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 






































NLET POS T I ON M q WAY 
POSITIO REMOVE[ I!J FOREBOOV INLET 
A 28 ·SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
~ 88 ·SHROUt LOCATIO~ 
...m ) A\ 
1Lj-' '- 'V 
S.b 8.B •• 8 1.2 I." 





AND SPLITTER STATIC rRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 

















EJECTOR NLET POS T ION M q HAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIOI REMOVE[ 









S.8 I.B 1.2 1 .11-
PRESSURE TAP AXIAL LOCATION, -/d~aM 
474 
~UN 'S-
~ PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE • RDG= 2891 1 DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Ptf"/Ptp=l.~b Mo =3.36 Ptf"/po" 3.bS3 
I.B EJECTOR NLET POS TION MI WAY 
CLAMSHEL POSITIO REMOVE 






































S ... S •• B.8 I.B 1.2 





~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 



































NLET POS T ION MIL WAY 
POSITIO REMOVE[ [!] FORE BODY INLET 
6 2S -SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 
~ 8S -SHROUC LOCATIO~ 
.l:T"! ~ >~ 
i~ '-~v 
B.o 8.B I.B 1.2 I. ~ 








PLUG ANO SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
H. =8.36 
I.B 



































































! PLUG AND SPLITTER STATIC PRESSURE OISTRI8UTIONS AT TAKEOFF 
Mo =.9'.36 pt,,/poa 3.898 P'''/P'p=1.~7 























6 FLOW SPL 
1.8 






EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 






















TION HI! HAY REMOVE [!J FOREBOOY INLET 
t::. 28 ·SHROU~ LOCATIO~ 




B.2 8." B.o B.8 I.B I .2 I .... 







~ EJECTOR INLET AND SHROUD STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Mo =8.36 




T ION M q HAY 
REMOVEC I.!l FORE BOD\' INLET 
6 28 ·SliRO~~ LOCATIO~ 








































m ) A 
[]lJC: I~ L- v 
---
-9.'+ B.ft 9.8 I.B 1.2 I. '+ 
PRESSURE lAP AXIAL LOCATION. ~/d~~_ 
480 
